Year 4 Spring Term Learning

Welcome to the new Spring term ~ 2018. We have an exciting term planned for you and here is an outline of some of
the things you will be learning and finding out about this term
P.S.H.E WE will be looking at dreams and
goals and keeping healthy.
R.E: We will be looking at aspects of Ancient
Chinese
religion
including
Taoism,
Confucianism and Buddhism.
Christianity
learning will incorporate Shrove Tuesday and
the Easter Story.

Science: We will be investigating sound - how
it travels in vibrations and how we can control
it. We will also be looking at how matter
changes between three states - solids liquids
and gasses

Computing: We will be creating a ‘Wiki’ to
help record our research about dragons.
Children will gain an understanding of how
wikis are supported by a community of people
and how changes made might not always be
reliable!

STAR LEARNING
China
This term we will be exploring the culture and
history of the Asian Superpower - China.
We will look into their cuisine, culture and
significant landmarks. We will be forging links
with a school in China through our colleague
Mrs Goddard who has moved out to teach in
Beijing.
Dragons
Moving on from our work in China, the second
half term will look at the myths, legends and
artwork surrounding dragons. We will be
preparing and performing our production ‘Dragon Days’ for a performance on the 1st
April.

D.T: We will be looking at the classic
ingredients of traditional chinese cooking garlic, ginger and spring onions and how to
combine them to create a delicious meals!
Art: We will
inspiration for
look at the art
how shades of

be using the dragon as an
our artwork this term. We will
of Chinese artist Wu Da Wei and
colour can create mood.

P.E: Children will be taking part in lessons to
develop skills in Gymnastics and in Netball.
This will involve sessions being taught both
inside and out and children will require suitable
warm clothing to make they are comfortable.
French: This term’s vocabulary will extend the
children’s
understanding
of
number
by
examining pocket money, how it’s spent and
how to count it in French.

Music: We will be learning to recognise the
timbre of different instruments and applying
different sounds to our own composition.

